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Mark Hutchinson 
– his casting
is a joy to watch. 
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RAMBLINGS
 
After eight months of writing my ‘Bait Quest’ series in Carpworld, I 
found myself a little sidetracked commenting on James Harrison’s (no 
relation) excellent thought-provoking article which was the first of a 
number of features from him. I want to carry on down the discussion 
road, as the last issue of Carpworld got me thinking even more. 

My contribution last month was pure unadulterated self-
indulgence. I couldn’t help myself from relating the ‘Tale of 
Two 50s’. It was still so very fresh in my mind and my ribs 

were still hurting from my fall. I have to say, though, I’ve had a lot of 
nice correspondence off the back of this piece, so possibly it wasn’t 
quite so self-indulgent after all. 

This month I 
want to talk about 
the various topics 
and thoughts which 
came to mind 
whilst reading 
the latest issue of 
Carpworld. What 
a brilliant mixed 
bag it has become. 
With sales well 
on the increase, 

 ability 

the recent facelift the magazine has undergone (complete with ‘Tim 
Paisley’s International Carper’ for free) has definitely been a move in 
the right direction, and I would like to raise a glass to all at Angling 
Publications involved in the production of the magazine. There’s an 
awful lot of competition out there, but the first of the carp fishing 
monthlies can still hold its head up, and it shines through as Britain’s 
biggest carp angling magazine. 

Long Range 
So, what did come to mind whilst reading the last issue? Mark 
Hutchinson’s ‘The Long-Ranger’ was as informative as ever; tiny little 
tweaks can make so much difference and could help put another part of 
the jigsaw in place. If you haven’t seen Mark wind up a rod and let fl y with 
the lead, you really have got a treat in store when you eventually do. His 
casting is truly a joy to watch and absolute proof that you don’t need to be 
a massive bloke to achieve massive distances. I have been most fortunate 
in sharing bank space with Mark and have put yards on my own cast by 
being observant and copying parts of his rather unique style. 
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” 

Mark’s latest offering set my mind going. I was reading it quite late at the rig and bait off once it was in position. This was a method that my 
night in my favourite way – comfy chair, lights out, candle burning, and friends and I had used to great effect when fishing for pike. The day 
a glass to hand. I find I take in so much more of what is being written came and the rig went onto my makeshift raft. After a bit of a problem 
when there are no distractions at all. When reading with the television getting the drift started, off it went out into the blue yonder. I was so 
on or out on the bank, I oft en find I have read a full piece but not really certain this was going to slay the carp that I was looking around to see 
taken a lot of it in; perhaps it’s just me because I’m quite easily distracted. where to have the first picture taken, before the rig was anywhere near 
Anyway, I was reading quite late at night and my eyes were starting to tire. far enough over. It took ages to complete the drift, and my line sinking 
I let the magazine fall back in my lap and I rested my head back to think into the solid carpet of silkweed that covers the pool and the relatively 
just how far we have moved forward in terms of tackle and technique in a light breeze didn’t exactly speed up things. I was just starting to think 
relatively short space of time. Back in the good old days of fi breglass rods, that the drift had travelled far enough when a carp rolled over next 
when men were men and carp anglers were conspicuous by their absence to the polystyrene. I gently tightened up to the ‘rig raft’ and slid the 
(they were in these parts), I fished a local rig and bait over the side and carefully 
pool an awful lot. This pool was where I “Not only were the rods tightened up before placing the rod on 
served my carp angling apprenticeship, and its rests (no buzzer bars then) and sat 
it was approximately 100yds wide. In those incapable of casting the there thinking what a clever little sod I 
days my main rods were home-built North was, despite the big lump of white litter 
Western SS5s, which were 11ft 2lb test distance, they were also (which I would need to recover later) 
curve. One bank of the pool was fi shable bobbing away in the far margin. Only a 
but very overgrown, making casting a bit incapable of striking the short time passed before my oilcan ring 
of a problem. All you could really do was a pull slithered off the black and white 
sideways lob up the margin, or an underarm hook through the bait painted needle and line started to coil 
swing as far as the tackle would allow. I away from the open spool; bale arm over 
used to watch carp showing consistently three-quarters of the way over and whack, I struck as hard as I could. Nothing – absolutely nothing! 
the pool, in the safe zone where I couldn’t reach them. It was only 75yds I couldn’t believe it. I stood there dejectedly, rod in hand, staring at 
and I constantly thought, ‘if only I could get a bait to them’. I never saw the spot to which I had carefully guided the raft. Reluctantly I wound 
another angler launch a lead to them, so presumably the few who fi shed in. My hook was still totally covered by the paste. Not only were the 
the pool at the time had resigned themselves to the fact that they couldn’t rods incapable of casting the distance, they were also incapable of 
reach them with the tackle that was commonly used. striking the hook through the bait. Ah well, back to the drawing board. 

How things have changed! We were still a couple of years away from 
The Idea learning about Hair Rigs. Runs still had to be struck and the hook had 
Then, one day, I had the idea of waiting for a westerly and drifting my to be ripped through bait and into the carp. With the advent of Hair 
tackle over on a piece of polystyrene, which would allow me to pull Rigs, combined with Bolt Rigs, life suddenly became so much easier. 
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91Open water success. 
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Stalking Fun 
This trip down memory lane also triggered further thoughts. Due to 
my present circumstances (single with a dog and nowhere to fish where 
I can take her), I have spent most of this summer fishing very short 
stalking sessions. My beloved Free Spirit ‘S’ Range 10-footers have never 
had so much use, and some great fun has been had with proper eyeball
to-eyeball situations. Most of the carp I have caught this summer 
have fallen to hookbaits just a few feet out. In most of the cases I have 
actually watched the carp take the hookbait, which is all good heart-
pumping stuff, and I have really enjoyed doing this. From what started 
out as desperate measures in order to be able to actually wet a line, it 
has resulted in one of the most enjoyable summer’s fishing I have had 
for many years. I am positive the tackle I have used has heightened this 
pleasure. I love using short, soft rods and I get a big kick out of catching 
carp on centrepin reels. I have never seen myself as a Golden Scale Club-
type (I’ve got a mate who’s a member though) because I like modern 
tackle too much, but it did start to get the old grey cells working again. 
Some of the carp I have been stalking haven’t been particularly big fish. 

092_Ramblings_CW206.indd 4 
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Cane and glass rods
from yesteryear, still
very useable today. 

Most have been big doubles with the odd 
20 thrown in for good measure. The size 
has been more than compensated for by 
the sheer excitement of watching the carp 
feeding inches from the hookbait and, at 
times, inches from my eyes, knowing full 
well I am likely to be playing that same carp 
in the next few seconds. It has also proved to 
be incredibly useful for comparing slightly 
different versions of a new bait I have been 
playing around with. In fact I have been able 
to take massive strides in doing this rather 
than sitting behind the rods for weeks on 
end trying to judge a bait’s effectiveness by 
bobbin action alone.

 As I’ve said, some of these fish have been 
smaller than a lot of the fish I have become 
used to catching in recent years, but it 
suddenly occurred to me that back in the 
days of fibreglass rods, big doubles would 
take me an absolute age to land, and 20s, 
although extremely rare beasts, would put 
up the fight of a lifetime. Nowadays, with 

most of the conventional rod and reel setups being used, if the fish takes
 
a little bit of line during the fight it is almost certainly a big fish. How
 
things have changed. We have ended up in the old beachcasting scenario
 
where we choose tackle to deliver the rigs rather than choosing the
 
tackle to match the size of fish we are catching. Sad really, a lot of fun
 
can be had with medium-sized carp on sensible tackle.
 

Carp fishing has grown totally out 
of proportion, yet the tackle, or 
more to the point, the rods, which 
our pioneers were all using for “ the few years leading to this, are 
almost forgotten about 
An Almost Forgotten Era 
Whilst my brain is in rod and fun mode, I want to raise the 
following issue. We are in very grave danger of forgetting about a 
very important era in carp angling – glass fibre rods and the like. ” 
We have the Golden Scale Club singing the praises of, and using, 

19/10/07 16:47:57 

From left-to-right: Hardy Carbon

Carp, Bruce and Walker Carbon

Carp, Jim Gibbinson, Gerry

Savage Farstrike, B James Cane. 

Retro style – glass rod, wine bottle top, 
open bale arm, pebble on the spool, 
and a Cardinal 55 – old school’s cool! 
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Old Efgeeco banksticks
and the old faithful
stainless bobbin needle. 

wooden rods, but fibreglass rods have also been around for a long time. When I first started
 
working in the tackle trade, the only two carbon carp rods that I was aware of were Hardy’s
 
Graphite (American terminology for carbon) No.1 and Bruce and Walker’s Compound Taper
 
Carp. Everything else was fibreglass, yet it is so rare these days to even read or hear mention
 
of them. It is almost as if we skipped from cane to carbon. I purchased my first carbon carp
 
rods in 1982 – the old Sportex Dual Taper 12ft 1¾lb (I’ve still got them as well). There were
 
very few carbon rods on the bank back then; they looked ‘alien’, being so thin and having fewer
 
guides than was the norm. I mention this fact because at the same time carp fishing was going
 
through a massive change, a change we have never seen the likes of since. Hair and Bolt Rigs
 
were just starting to be used by the majority and suddenly carp were quite easy to catch. This
 
brought loads more anglers into carp fishing when suddenly carp fishing was considered a
 
worthwhile pursuit by the average angler.
 

Since this time carp fishing has grown totally out of proportion, yet the tackle, or more to the
 
point, the rods, which our pioneers were all using for the few years leading to this, are almost
 
forgotten about. I would imagine if you talk to some of the ‘new on the scene’ carp anglers many
 
of them probably think that carp rods evolved from split cane to carbon, there is never any
 
mention at all in the magazines
 
about fibreglass rods, yet there
 
were many classics – The Gerry
 
Savage Farstrikes, The Jim
 
Gibbinson Cloopers, The Jack
 
Hilton Particle Rods, the North
 
Western SS4s in 10ft, SS6s in
 
10ft 10ins, the SS5s in 11ft, the
 
Fibatube 132s, the Terry Eustace
 
T24s (always wanted some
 
but could never afford them)
 
– absolute classic rods with
 
hundreds sold (there weren’t
 
thousands of carp anglers back
 
then). Oooh, those were the days.
 

I find it a shame it is all being
 
forgotten. I know I’m a sad ***t
 
and perhaps need to get a life,
 
but I can still remember all the
 
North Western codes for the
 
glass rods, right through from
 
the short spinning rods (from
 
which I made several stalking
 
rods), right through to the last
 
of the glass rods, which were the
 
AC7s. It may all seem irrelevant
 
now but a big chunk of our
 
history is in danger of being
 
lost forever.
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rather than have the fi sh bogged 
down moments after the take. Yes, 
we can take to a boat and untangle 
them, but to me that is so far removed 
from the carp fishing I enjoy 

I love catching them
on the centrepin. 

on in his piece where he said: 

“I learnt then that I would 
never be a snag angler, and to 
this day I very rarely do it. I 
think that many fish get damaged 
in those hook-and-hold scenarios 
and I prefer to keep the fish 
looking good.” 

been 40yds+ out. I do like to get a scrap out of my fish rather than have 
the fish bogged down moments after the take. Yes, we can take to a boat 
and untangle them, but to me that is so far removed from the carp fi shing 
I enjoy. I very much liken this type of angling to ‘fishing for trophy shots’ 
rather than ‘fishing for pleasure’. Everyone to their own I guess, but I am 
sure the condition of our fish would be better if a lot more anglers chose 
open-water swims on more occasions. I do feel that this small point also ties 
in a little with the long, drawn-out battles we used to have with the soft er 
rods everyone used. We never had things such as unhooking mats, no one 
had thought about them, yet the fish were hardly ever messed up. I feel that 
the quick landing of fish these days, along with hook-and-hold snag-type 

tactics not only tear mouths and create damage that way but also leave 
the fish full of energy to carry on thrashing it out on the mat. 

Mats 
Perhaps this is the main reason we didn’t appear to knock the fi sh 
around even though we never used unhooking mats. Th en again, 
we were particularly careful where we laid down the fish – I 
have used a small cut-down groundsheet a few times in the past 
when the bank has been less than ideal, and before unhooking 

mats were brought to our attention and made commercially 

New Group? 
Unfortunately I don’t have the time to organise it but I would love to see a 
‘retro carp group’ start up, something between the Golden Scale Club and 
the present – possibly pre-1985? The anglers using this gear made massive 
inroads into making carp fishing what it is today. 

From a personal point of view I love the comfort we now have but I 
think I could sacrifice a little bit of that to go back to the days when it was 
an event to bump into another angler fishing for carp. The biggest change, 
I think, is that in the late-’70s (sorry I can’t go back any further than that), 
you could judge a carp angler’s experience by their tackle. Th e better it 
looked, and the more home-made gadgets they had, the longer they had 
been at it. Nowadays the carp angler who has the worst and tattiest gear is 
generally the one who has been around a long time and knows it isn’t just 
the tackle that catches the fi sh. 

Let’s not let the next generation of carp anglers come through not 
knowing about playing carp on glass rods when it’s pitch-black and 
not having the slightest clue where the fish is. I have actually had a few 
conversations about this retro-type thing since first chatting to Martin Ford 
about it at some antique tackle auction we attended. From the reaction I 
have had from the people I have spoken to (and I know Martin has had the 
odd chat elsewhere) there appears to be quite a few from the old school out 
there up for a bit of fun. I wonder if anyone will ever get around to trying to 
organise such a group? 

Snag Fishing 
Now then, back to the previous edition of Carpworld. I enjoy interview-
type pieces and like to see what makes certain anglers tick. Some come over 
a little bit cold, in my opinion, and some at the opposite end of the scale 
seem to absolutely ooze eagerness. I like to think that by the time I have 
finished reading an interview I have a rough idea what the angler is like, 
personality-wise. The ‘Big Interview’ with Jim Carpenter showed just how 
much he has sacrificed in the pursuit of carp over the years, but the one 
thing which really makes me take 

I wish a few more would try 

“my hat off to him was quite early I do like to get a scrap out of my fi sh to get that message across. I also 
dislike snag fi shing, which entails 
fishing excessively weedy waters 
where the carp get bogged down 
on the take. Th e Mangrove, 
where I have been a member for 

”
several years, has snag margins 
in every swim where you oft en 
see the fi sh. The majority of the 
carp I have caught there have 

available, I always carried one, but the grass had always 
sufficed before that. Ah, now then. I have just had a 

thought – here we go again, time to get momentarily 
sidetracked yet again. You struggle to fi nd long 
soft grass around most carp lakes these days, don’t 

you, because the grass doesn’t get a chance to grow 
with the number of anglers stomping about and no close 
season, etc. Thank goodness for unhooking mats. 
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How times have changed; it

wasn’t that many years ago

that I was sitting watching and

waiting for the old bottle top

indicator to climb the monkey! 
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Belief 
Martin Gibbinson’s ‘Not Just Another Method’ should bring home to 
everyone that no one gets it right all the time. It seems he had a right 
grueller on Aquatels, but the sheer grit and determination that can 
only come from total self-belief shone through and rewarded him in 
the end. It can become so difficult keeping faith when others around 
you, especially very successful anglers like his brother Rick (who he 
mentions), offer different advice. 

I have been there so many times in the past, where I have ended up 
swapping and changing everything several times during a particularly 
difficult spell only to find myself eventually getting back on a roll on 
the methods I originally steered away from after a few blanks. It was 
particularly difficult when I worked in the tackle shop environment. 
Anglers who I really rated and had a lot of respect for would come in 
and I would often be given the nod and the wink to give something a go 
because it was taking such and such place apart. It is very difficult not to 
take on board advice from certain anglers who have been around a long 
while, but in the end I found all that happened was I would waste a lot 
of time trying to catch on alternative methods when my own methods 
were already working perfectly well. 

If you have been on the same water for a while and have slowly tuned 
yourself into it, you should find your methods to be particularly suited 
to that place. I often used to find myself using things which weren’t 
ever designed for the type of fish for which I was fishing. Listening to 
others, no matter how successful they are, isn’t always the best thing you 
can do. I remember talking to Lee Jackson about this quite a few years 
ago. He was (and still is) in the same situation, where he spends all day 
every day talking to carp anglers. It is so difficult to keep focused and 
stay on your own successful course. 

I don’t think there is a rig going 
which I can’t pick fault with; some 
rigs have many more faults than 
others and these are the ones on “ which the knockers ought to be 
exerting their energy 
New Safety Rig Approach 
James Harrison has certainly stirred a few hornets’ nests with his radical 
ideas regarding lead release, etc. It doesn’t matter who they are, or ”what they write, as soon as someone comes up with something rather 
revolutionary as regards rig development, someone will try their hardest 
to pick fault and criticise. 

96 

A lovely little
pet carp. 
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was first published in 
the magazines during 
the early-’80s you 
would have thought 
the end of the 
world was in sight 
with such barbaric 
methods given 
editorial space. Some 
very well known 
anglers spoke out 
about the unethical 
grounds of having 
the bait mounted 
off the hook. Move 
forward 25 years 
and no one gives it a 
second thought; the 
Hair/hook out rigs 
are now the norm in 
most circles. I don’t think there is a rig going which I can’t pick fault with; 
some rigs have many more faults than others and these are the ones on 
which the knockers ought to be exerting their energy. 

An early one from Fletcher’s Pond, a water
where the long damp grass made an ideal
unhooking mat back in the retro days. 

Keep it coming James. Without the foundation of original thinking 
there is nothing to work upon to reach possible perfection – or is 
perfection possible, I wonder? I know one thing for absolute certain. 
There will be more than one company working on marketing the 
methods described by James and reinventing them as their own…. 

Forgotten Carp 
I enjoyed Russell Hall’s ‘Goldendale – The Forgotten Lake’. Those carp 
look like true old warriors and it goes to show there are still a fair few 
lakes out there which are temporarily forgotten. I think the longer you 
spend in this game the more it becomes apparent just how quickly some 
carp can appear to grow, but upon reflection they are often just slow 
‘plodders’. Many lakes that I wrote off several years ago as not being 
worth the effort for the size of fish they held, have now produced some 
very big fish. You can easily forget how long it is since originally writing 
them off. Even with a relatively slow growth rate it is amazing how 
much the fish grow over a period of a few years. 

There are some real gems swimming around in waters overlooked 
for a long while. The time to revisit these places for a look-see is in 
the middle of the day during the very hottest weather when fishing is 
generally a waste of time. Carp being carp, they can’t help themselves 
but pop onto the surface and bask in the sun, or to sit in the shade 
under overhanging branches. Even the most unproductive fishing times 

can become some of the most productive 
angling moments available. A couple of 
sightings on relatively unfished waters can turn 
a season around. 

Carp Deaths 
Keith Jenkins’ ‘Made in England’ started 
with the tragedy of the carp deaths that have 
occurred across a large part of the country. 
These past few weeks have been an absolute 
nightmare as regards fish rolling over and I 
am certain we haven’t seen the last of this. It 
would appear we were hit in this area first. I 
had posted a few things on the British Carp 
Study Group website about the carp, and about 
the carp turning up dead on many waters semi-
connected to the rivers Trent, Derwent, and 
Soar. The sheer fact that it has only seemingly 
affected the carp suggests, to my mind, the 
spread of carp diseases. The slightest problem 
with oxygen, pollution, or anything else usually 
sees the pike and perch belly up first! I do hope 
the truth comes out about this catastrophic 
event. We can’t turn the clocks back or repair 
the damage already done, but we can look at 
ways to prevent a repeat. 
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Conclusion 
Very much a mixed bag this month with  
lots of rambling on and allowing  
myself to get sidetracked a little.  
Hopefully some of the issues  
and comments will have been  
a little thought-provoking.  
I hope you  
enjoyed  
bits of it. 

“ 
everyone decided to start keeping other species of coarse fish I know Carp were dying in waters all 
there would be an awful lot of dead fish in garden ponds. I won’t carry 

around the Inner Sanctum and on – I am getting myself wound up again. 
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A stunning common caught

from an open-water spot 

from the famous Mangrove. 
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Angling often takes
place in the mud and
rain, so when I can’t
go angling I take to
the old Land Rover to
get my mud fix!  

”Inner Sanctum and all I could do was keep visiting to check. I was lucky,  

n  
 of  
y  

  

incredibly lucky, but the fear is still there. 

all I could do was keep visiting 
to check. I was lucky, incredibly 
lucky, but the fear is still there 

After renting a small carp pool for the past 17 years or so, I can tell 
you it isn’t much fun visiting it every day waiting for your jewels to 
pop up dead on the surface. Carp were dying in waters all around the 

Ian Chillcott’s ‘Carp Diary’ obviously spent time addressing the 
same issues and I found myself nodding in agreement with what he 
had written. All this about the carp suddenly finding themselves in a
environment they were not capable of adjusting to is a complete load
(I’ll use Chilly’s words as they are much more reader-friendly than m
own) – cobblers.

 People keep carp (be it koi or any species) as pets because of their
amazing tolerance to poor conditions and often rapidly changing 
conditions. Carp are incredibly hardy creatures, one of the 
toughest of the coarse fish species – FACT. 

Now for someone to say they couldn’t cope with the sudden 
change in conditions brought on by floodwater, whilst the 
delicate perch and pike could, is nothing short of alarming that 
someone can be so blinkered. A great many people keep carp 
as pets in far from ideal conditions because they are so hardy. If 

Rant over and back to Keith’s piece. I do enjoy his style of writing 
and definitely like to see other aspects of life coming into these pages. 
Again, I like to see what makes people tick and feel it is very important 
to show that there can be many things to enjoy in life as well as carp 
fishing, be it music, trikes, football, rugby, Land Rovers (sorry, had to 
get that one in), other types of angling, photography, or whatever else. 
You can be a very successful carp angler but still have other interests. 
Keep the sidelines coming – I, for one, enjoy them. 
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